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The loss of genitive case marking in quantifying expressions throughout the history of German
is widely known. While the quantified constituent bears genitive case in older stages of German
Printed with the permission of Ulrike Demske. © 2018.
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in cases like 1a, Modern German (MG) requires the quantifier and its dependent to agree with respect to gender, number, and case (1b).

(1) a. was doch die vrsach sei / das diese vnd dergleichen historien von meniglich wenig
(16th c.)1
beifals vnd glaubens gegeben werde.
‘what the reason might be for many people to give these stories little approval
and belief’
b. Sie erhielten wenig Beifall/*Beifalls.
‘They got little approval.’
Despite the prominence of this change, the book under review provides the first comprehensive account of the history of quantifying expressions in German, based on an impressive corpus
with data covering all of the history of German. In particular, Roehrs and Sapp (R&S) look at the
development of strong and weak quantifiers and their dependent constituents, including viel
‘much/many’, wenig ‘little/few’, all ‘all’, jeder ‘each’, jemand ‘somebody’, and etwas ‘some/
something’. The changes that individual quantifying expressions undergo in the history of German may affect the categorial status of the quantifying word, the form of the dependent constituent, and/or the relationship between the quantifier and its dependent. Though certain changes
are shared by all quantifying expressions, other changes affect only some of them. The book’s
chapters are hence dedicated to the history of individual quantifying words, including information about etymology as well as the inflectional properties of each quantifier. As regards dependent constituents, a basic distinction is drawn for each quantifier between the cardinal and the
proportional constructions, allowing for the generalization that genitive marking in quantifying
expressions is restricted to proportional constructions in MG, while in older stages of German
dependents of quantifying words may be marked for genitive in cardinal constructions as well;
see 1 above.
Ch. 1, ‘Introduction’, highlights some of the differences between the quantifying expressions
under investigation, from both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective. R&S argue that these
morphosyntactic differences can be captured in a straightforward way when we assume that
quantifiers appear in different positions in the functional structure above NP, as a result of different types of reanalysis. In particular, R&S propose four possible stages in the development of
quantifying words, illustrated here with the weak quantifier viel ‘much/many’ and the strong
quantifier all ‘all’. All quantifiers share the reanalysis from head to specifier (Card >> SpecCardP), which is unexpected considering current theories of grammaticalization, such as that of
van Gelderen 2004. Following Kiparsky (2011), R&S assume that this instance of what they call
‘degrammaticalization’—because of the addition of inflection—is driven by analogy.

N
Card
SpecCardP
SpecDP
a. filu >> vil >>
viel
b.
al
>>
all
>>
all
The in-depth examination of quantifying words in the history of German starts with Ch. 2,
‘Simplex quantifying word: viel’. Due to the wealth of available data, it is the most comprehensive study of a quantifier in the book and provides the setting for the discussion of the other quantifiers. R&S report that the quantifying word viel itself undergoes a number of inflectional
changes, which they interpret as a categorial change from a semi-lexical noun in Old High German (OHG) to a quantifying particle in Middle High German (MHG) to a quantifying adjective
in MG. They further show that the cardinal and proportional constructions developed differently.
While in OHG the dependent constituents were all marked for genitive, only the proportional
construction still allows genitive marking in MG. This development is taken to indicate that only
the dependent in the cardinal construction is integrated into the matrix DP due to its smaller structural size (N/A vs. DP), resulting in concord. This analysis also accounts for the word-order
(2)

1 From Wahrhaftige Historia und Beschreibung einer Landschaft der wilden, nackten, grimmigen Menschenfresser, in der Neuen Welt Amerika gelegen, by Hans Staden. Facsimile edition, Marburg 1557. Kassel:
Thiele & Schwarz 1978.
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change observed for nominal and adjectival dependents, which tended to appear before the quantifier in OHG but changed to a postquantifier position later on. Dependents in the proportional
construction, by contrast, retain genitive marking because of their size. Genitive case in the proportional construction is assigned by an elided noun in the complement of Card. As regards the
relationship between the quantifier and its dependent, R&S state that it starts out as a SpecifierHead relation (N – SpecNP, later Card – SpecCardP), while quantifier and dependent occupy
specifier and complement positions of CardP at the end of MHG.
Ch. 3, ‘From lexical adjective to quantifying adjective: wenig’, is concerned with the historical
development of a further weak quantifier. Like its counterpart viel, wenig is analyzed as a quantitative adjective in SpecCardP in MG, exhibiting concord with its dependent in the cardinal construction. Genitive case in the proportional construction comes again from an elided N in the
complement position of the functional head Card. In contrast with viel, wenig started out as a lexical adjective meaning ‘small’ before quantificational wenig emerged in the course of MHG.
Only then does the historical record include instances of quantifying expressions with wenig and
a dependent marked for genitive case. According to R&S, there is a stage between wenig’s use as
a lexical adjective in OHG and as a quantificational adjective in MG during which inflectional
properties suggest that it was a quantificational particle, best analyzed as a functional head (Card)
before it underwent Head-to-Specifier reanalysis.
In Ch. 4, ‘Universal quantifiers all and jeder’, R&S turn to the discussion of strong quantifiers.
In contrast with other quantifiers, no changes are recorded with respect to their case-assigning
properties: in MG, the dependents in the cardinal construction exhibit concord from early on (with
a few exceptions), while those in the proportional construction display genitive marking only since
MG, aside from concord and von-PP. For semantic reasons, it does not seem sensible to distinguish
between the cardinal and the proportional constructions for all anyway. Both quantifiers, however,
undergo a Spec-to-Head reanalysis (Card >> SpecCardP)—for all this happened in OHG, for jeder
only in Early New High German (ENHG)—and further on a reanalysis from Specifier to Specifier
(SpecCardP >> SpecDP) in the ENHG period. The latter reanalysis accounts for the observation
that adjectival dependents change their inflection type; that is, strong inflection is replaced by weak
inflection, as expected due to the presence of a D-element. Both universal quantifiers start their development obviously higher in the tree than the weak quantifier viel.
The focus of Ch. 5, ‘Complex indefinite pronouns: jemand, niemand, and nichts’, is on indefinite pronouns likewise attested in the cardinal and the proportional constructions. In MG, the former is restricted to nominalized adjectives in concord, whereas the latter requires a von-PP. The
historical record shows that (i) dependents in both constructions were marked for genitive in earlier stages of German (besides von-PPs), and (ii) that no restrictions hold regarding the type of the
dependent. R&S claim that these changes are motivated by fusing a quantificational clitic with a
semi-lexical noun, that is, (n)io+man ‘somebody’. Like the quantifiers discussed in previous
chapters, the indefinite pronouns jemand, niemand, and nichts are supposed to undergo Head-toSpecifier reanalysis targeting SpecCardP, while the adjectival dependent is base-generated in a
right-adjoined position, triggering concord instead of genitive marking. R&S emphasize that the
latter change is supported by ambiguities regarding adjectival morphology in ENHG, even if adjectives in concord are already attested in OHG. The adjective ander ‘other’ in particular may
have served as a model for the later change.
A further indefinite pronoun provides the topic for Ch. 6, ‘A different complex indefinite pronoun: etwas’. In contrast with the indefinite pronouns examined in the previous chapter, etwas
may combine with nouns in MG when it functions as a quantifier meaning ‘some’ (etwas Wasser
‘some water’ vs. *jemand Freund ‘somebody friend’). R&S argue that two types of etwas have to
be distinguished for MG, the second, pronominal, one meaning ‘something’, with only the latter
instantiating the specifier position of CardP like other indefinite pronouns do. Like the other indefinite pronouns it requires an adjectival dependent. Quantificational etwas, however, represents
the head position of CardP. From a diachronic perspective, quantifying expressions with etwas
behave like quantifying expressions with other indefinite pronouns, allowing for all types of dependents, with the dependents being assigned genitive in the specifier position of CardP. In MG,
only von-PPs are possible in the proportional construction, while nominal dependents are sup-
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posed to exhibit concord with quantificational etwas, as are adjectival dependents with its
pronominal counterpart in the cardinal construction.
R&S conclude their study of quantifying expressions in the history of German with a brief look
at the historical development of the adjective ander ‘other’ (Ch. 7, ‘Exceptional adjectives:
ander, folgend and solch’). In contrast to MG, in earlier stages of German ander may precede
quantifying expressions such as viel ‘much/many’ and alle ‘all’, reflecting its earlier use as an ordinal number meaning ‘second’. Regarding case marking, R&S propose to distinguish two positions for the exceptional adjective ander, that is, occupying the specifier position of the Ordinal
Phrase, a functional projection between DP and CardP, in case it exhibits concord with the quantifying expression. Ander may also show genitive case, suggesting SpecCardP as base position,
according to other adjectives depending on quantifiers. As soon as ander is no longer attested
with genitive case marking and loses its ordinal meaning during the ENHG period, it begins to
pattern with other lexical adjectives, reflected by its position in the AgrP layer.
Ch. 8, ‘Conclusions’, conflates the historical developments of the individual quantifying
words, with all of them (with the exception of etwas ‘some’) undergoing a head-specifier reanalysis from Card to SpecCardP. Evidence for quantifying particles developing diachronically
into adjectives comes from inflectional properties of the quantifying word, as well as the emergence of modifiers. Strong quantifiers precede weak quantifiers with regard to this development,
indicating that the change is semantically driven. Considering the changes affecting dependent
constituents, the most prominent change is the rise of concord at the expense of genitive marking,
due to structural ambiguity and economy considerations. While the genitive has disappeared
within the cardinal construction, it is still attested in quantifying expressions headed by viel,
wenig, all, and jeder in the proportional construction. Quantifying expressions with jemand and
etwas exhibit prepositional phrases with von ‘of’ instead of the genitive. The remainder of the
chapter is mainly devoted to a review of the different types of reanalysis observed for both the
quantifying words and the dependents, with particular emphasis on the head-to-specifier reanalysis, not previously discussed in the literature.
The authors of Quantifying expressions in the history of German provide an in-depth empirical
study of the diachronic changes affecting a representative group of quantifying words in the history of German. Some of the changes they report are well known, like the loss of genitive marking
with quantifying words like viel and wenig. Historical developments of other quantifiers—that is,
strong quantifiers or indefinite pronouns—have until now received only little attention. The book
contains a wealth of data for each quantifying expression under investigation and for each historical period of German: future work on the diachrony of quantifying expressions will consider the
present book to be an extremely valuable source of data. In addition, the study impressively shows
how the multitude of small changes found in the realm of quantifying expressions in German can
be accounted for in terms of a more general change triggering Head-to-Specifier reanalysis from
the functional head Card to its specifier position SpecCardP. Even if one might not subscribe to
each syntactic analysis R&S suggest, the overall picture, taking into account the specific development of individual quantifying expressions, presents itself as a convincing proposal for the diachrony of quantifying expressions.
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